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Let H be a separable Hilbert space and K be the ideal of compact operators on
Ž1, . Ž . Ž .H. A T K is said to be in L if  T O log n for n 2 or, equivalently,n
Ž . N Ž . Ž . Žsup 1log N Ý  T  , where  T are the singular values eigenvaluesN 2 1 n n
  Ž .12 .of T  T*T . In this paper, we will give geometric conditions on several
classes of operators, including Hankel and composition operators, belonging to
L Ž1, .. Specifically, we will show that the function space characterizing the symbols
of these operators is a nonseparable Banach space which lies strictly between
Ž . Ž . Ž .B D and all the other holomorphic Besov spaces B D p 1 .  2002 Elsevier1 p
Ž .Science USA
1. INTRODUCTION
Let H be a separable Hilbert space and K be the space of compact
operators on H. For a T K, the singular alues of T are a decreasing
 Ž .4sequence of positive numbers  T defined byn
  T  inf T S : rank S  n . 4Ž . Ž .n
Ž .Clearly,  T  0 since T is compact. There are other alternatives ton
Ž . Ž .describe the  T ’s. For instance, one can easily show that the  T ’s aren n
  Ž .12in fact the eigenvalues of T  T*T .
Ž . Ž .An operator T K is said to be in the Schatten p-class S H p 1 ifp

p
 T  ,Ž .Ý n
n1
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Ž .   Ž  p.1 pand we define the norm on S H by T  Ý  . An operatorSp 1 np
Ž1, .Ž .  Ž .4T K is said to be in L H if the singular values  T of T satisfyn
N1
sup  T  .Ž .Ý n½ 5log NN2 n1
Ž1, .Ž .It turns out that L H is a Banach space of compact operators with
  Ž1, . Ž . N 4the norm defined by T  sup 1log N Ý  . Furthermore,L N 2 1 n
this class of compact operators was used in 1966 by Dixmier to settle in the
Ž .negative the question of the uniqueness of the trace on B H , the space of
Ž1, .Ž .the bounded operator on H. The space L H is then known to be a
Ž p, q.Ž .special case of the operator ideals L H which are obtained by
Žapplying the real interpolation method to S and S  K in this setup we1 
Ž p, p..have S  L and which have found applications in noncommutativep
geometry and quantum physics during the 1980s and 1990s. For instance,
the ideals L Ž p, q. and the so-called ‘‘Dixmier trace’’ were used as central
roles in the construction of an important mathematical tool known later as
Ž  .quantized calculus see 2, Chap. IV , while Bellisard and his co-workers
2Ž . Ž .have connected Hankel operators on H D which will be defined below
Ž1, .  belonging to L with their study on the quantum Hall effect 1 .
2Ž .On the other hand, let us consider D, the unit disc in , and H D , the
2Ž .Hardy space on D. We shall use P to denote the projection from L D
2Ž . Ž .onto H D the so-called Szego projection . Given f analytic on D so that¨
Ž . Žf Pg for some g in L D or f BMOA, the space of functions in
2Ž . .H D whose boundary values are of bounded means oscillation , the
Ž . 2Ž .small Hankel operators with symbol f is a bounded operator on H D
defined as
h  PM R ,f f
2 2 	Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .where R: H D H D is defined by Rg z  g z . The problem
of characterizing a holomorphic function f on D which gives a h  S forf p
p 0 has attracted attention from many mathematicians including R.
Coifman, S. Janson, J. Peetre, V. Peller, R. Rochberg, and K. Zhu. For
  pŽ .example, Peller 12 has shown that h  S if and only if f B D forf p
pŽ .1
 p , where B D is the holomorphic Beso space over D defined
by
p 1ppB D  f analytic on D : f  z K z , z d z  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H½ 5
D
Ž . Ž   2 .2 Ž .where K z, z  1 z and  z is the area measure on D. A
 similar result was obtained by Coifman and Rochberg 3 on the upper half
 plane in C for p 1 and by Rochberg 13 for p 1. Results for the
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Žweighted Bergman spaces on D one can find the definitions for these
 .  spaces in, for example, 4, Chap. 2 were proved in 8 for 1
 p . In
   addition, several authors including Feldman and Rochberg 6 , Zhang 14 ,
 and Zhu 15 have also studied the criteria for Hankel operators in the
Schatten classes on the weighted Bergman spaces in higher dimension.
One of the earliest criteria for the symbols of the Hankel operators in
Ž1, .  the ideal L was given by Peller 12 in terms of certain conditions on
 the Fourier coefficients of the symbols. More recently, Li and Russo 10
were able to show that if f is analytic on D, then the Hankel operator hf
is in L Ž1, . if and only if
p 1psup p 1 f  z K z , z d z  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H½ 5
Dp1
In this paper, we study the growth rate of the integrals of the second
derivatives of the symbols of Hankel operators in L Ž1, . on a certain net
of subsets in D. More precisely, we shall prove that if f is analytic on D,
then h  L Ž1, . if and only iff
f  z d z O log  UŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H t
Ut
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .   Ž . for  U  2, where  E  H K z, z d z and U  zD : f  z t E t
Ž . Ž .4 Ž .1t K z, z Theorem 4.4 .
2. SOME FACTS ABOUT FUNCTION THEORY ON D
AND THE IDEAL L Ž1, .
Ž .Let z , z D. Recall that the pseudohyperbolic distance  z , z be-1 2 1 2
tween z and z is given by1 2
z  z1 2
 z , z  .Ž .1 2 1 z z1 2
Ž .For a point aD and 0
 r 1, we use E a, r to denote the open
Ž . pseudohyperbolic disc with center a and radius r ; i.e., E a, r  z
Ž . 4 Ž .D :  z, a  r . The following are some well-known facts about E a, r :
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž   2 2 .1. E a, r is a Euclidean disc centered at a 1 r  1 a r with
Ž   2 . Ž   2 2 .radius r 1 a  1 a r .
2. There are 0 C 
 C such that1 2
2 22 2   C 1 a 
 E a, r 
 C 1 a ,Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2
 Ž .  Ž .where E a, r is the area of E a, r .
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3. There is a C 0 such that
1      C 1  z 
 1 a 
 C 1  z
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..for all z E a, r and D one may choose C 1 r  1 r .
4. There is a C 0, depending only on r, such that
1   2   2   2C 1 a 
 1 z 
 C 1 aŽ . Ž .
Ž .for all z E a, r .
5. Let h be a nonnegative subharmonic function on D, then there is
a C 0, depending only on r, such that
C
h a 
 h z d z .Ž . Ž . Ž .HE a, rŽ . Ž .E a , r
 .  .  On the other hand, let I a, b  0, 1 and I  b a. Associate to I
Ž . Ž .a subset W I a ‘‘window’’ of D defined by
1
     W I  z : I  1 z 
 I and arg z  2	 I .Ž . Ž .½ 52
3Ž . Ž .     Ž .A 
W I is called the center of W I if 1 
  I and arg 
 4
Ž .a b 	 . Since there is obviously a one-to-one correspondence between
Ž .the I ’s and the centers of the W I ’s, we shall from now on denote
 . Ž .I 0, 1 by I . Results concerning W I that are similar to 1 thru 5 for
 

Ž .the pseudohyperbolic discs can also be stated just by replacing E a, r in
Ž .those statements with W I . Furthermore, the pseudohyperbolic discs are

comparable to these windows in the sense that there is a C 0, depending
only on r, so that
1C E 
 , r 
 W I 
 C E 
 , r .Ž . Ž . Ž .

Let us now turn our focus onto the ideal L Ž1, .. Recall from Section 1
that a compact operator T is in L Ž1, . if
N1
sup  T  ,Ž .Ý n½ 5log NN2 n1
Ž . Ž .where  T is the nth singular value in a descending order of T.n
  Ž1, .According to the notations and terminology in 2 , L is a boundary
Ž . Ž p, q. Ž .case p 1 and q  of the ideals L 1
 p
 , 1
 q
 
obtained by applying the real interpolation theory to S  L Ž1, 1. and1
S  K L Ž, .. Furthermore, L Ž1, . is the dual of the Matsae ideal
M L Ž, 1.,
1
T M if and only if  T  ,Ž .Ý nnn1
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and the predual of M is a subspace of L Ž1, . defined by
N1
T K : lim  T  0 .Ž .Ý n½ 5log NN2 n1
We will denote this subspace of L Ž1, . by L Ž1, ..0
We shall now state without proof a slightly generalized qualitative
 version of the statement in Proposition 4 in 2, p. 306 .
 4THEOREM 2.1. Assume that  is a sequence of nonnegatie numbersn
such that   0 and    for all n. Then the following conditions aren n n1
equialent:
Ž . N1. lim sup 1log N Ý   .N n1 n
Ž .  s2. lim sup s 1 Ý   .s1 n1 n
Furthermore, if the limit of either Part 1 or Part 2 exists, then
N 1
slim   lim s 1  .Ž .Ý Ýn nlog NN s1n1 n1
As a consequence of Theorem 2.1, L Ž1, . S for all p 1 andp
S  L Ž1, ., and for this reason we will from now on denote L Ž1, . by S1 1
for convenience.
˜Ž .3. THE SPACE B D1
Let XD. Given 0 r 1 we define the set
E X  E z , rŽ . Ž .r
zX
Ž Ž .recall that E z, r is the pseudohyperbolic disc centered at z with radius
.r . We shall also define, given XD, the quantity
22  X  K z , z d z K z , z  1 z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H ž /
X
Now fix a 0 r 1 and let us consider a space of analytic functions on
D as
1
 f analytic on D : sup f d H½ 5log  XŽ . XXD r
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Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..XD means X is a compact subset of D , where  X    E Xr r r
 Ž Ž .. 4 Ž 2and   inf  0 :  E z, r  2 for all zD . Note that  r 	r r
2 ˜Ž . . Ž . Ž2 1 r . We shall denote this space by B D for a reason which will1
.be clear later . The following result demonstrates some basic properties of
˜Ž .B D .1
˜Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. Gien 0 r 1, the space B D is a nonseparable1
Banach space with norm defined by
1
   f  sup f d .B˜ H1 log  XŽ . XXD r
Proof. The proof for the completeness is rather a routine application of
the Morera theorem or the Montel theorem. Given aD and  0 with
Ž . Ž Ž .B a,  D B a,  being the closed Euclidean disc with center a and
. Ž .radius  , there is a constant K 0 depending on a and  such that
1K E z , r 
 log   E z , r 
 K E z , rŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .r
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..for all z B a,  since B a,  is compact and  E z, r  1. Here the
expression A B means that there is a C 0 depending only on r such
1 Ž .that C A
 B
 CA. It follows that for any f B D we have1
C CK
     f z 
 f d 
 f d 
 CK fŽ . ˜H H B1 4E z , r log  zŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .E z , r E z , rr
Ž .for some C 0 and for all z B a,  . This means that for any Cauchy
˜ 4 Ž .  4sequence f in B D , f is uniformly Cauchy on any closed disc in D,n 1 n
and therefore the completeness follows immediately from Morera’s or
˜Ž .Montel’s theorem and the definition of B D .1
˜Ž .To show that B D is nonseparable let us consider the interpolating1
n Ž .sequence z  1 12 in D n 0 . In addition, let us also considern
Ž .  2 nk n  4  44N   l :   2 , k is a rearrangement of 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . Itn n n
Ž .is not difficult to see that N is uncountable. Now for an    N,n
Ž . Ž .there is a f H D that interpolates the  ’s on the z ’s; i.e., f z  n n  n
Ž for each n. The existence of such f follows immediately from then 
  .Carleson interpolation theorem. See, for example, Chapter VII in 7 . This
means that for each n we have
2 22 nk n2 1 1 11f z K z , z  2  2 .Ž . Ž . n n n n n2 n kž / ž /n2 22 2
11 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Let M N so that if  M and f z K z , z  2 , thenn n n n 2
111 2Ž . Ž . Ž .f z K z , z 
 2 whenever   in M. Thereforen n n n 2 2
11 1f z K z , z  f z K z , z Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . n n n  n n n 2
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for some n and, consequently, we have
 f  f d  C if   in MH  
Ž .E z , rn
for some C 0 depending only on r. So by the definition
  f  f   ,B˜  1
Ž 2 Ž 2 . .where C  log r  log 1 r  log 	  0. Hence the setsr

˜  f B D : f f  ,  M ,Ž . B˜1 ½ 51 2
˜Ž .form a pairwise disjoint uncountable collection of balls in B D . This1
completes the second part of the proof.
Remark. In Proposition 3.1 we did not specify the r in the statement.
The reason for this is that for any 0 r , r  1 there is a C 0,1 2
depending on r , r only, so that1 2
1C E z , r 
 E z , r 
 C E z , rŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 1
˜Ž .for any zD, which means that the two norms on B D defined1
according to the norm formula in Proposition 3.1 under r and r are1 2
equivalent.
˜Ž .There is an interesting property for functions in B D . Let 0 R 11
Ž . Ž Ž ..and consider X  B 0, R . Then, given 0 r 1, the set E B 0, R isR r
Ž . Ž . Ž .also a Euclidean disc B 0,  , with  r R  1 rR . Therefore

2t dt  	2	 r
 X  K z , z d z  d .Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hr R 2 22 1 Ž .B 0,  0 0 1 tŽ .
˜Ž .  Now suppose that f B D and H f d  as R 1. Then1 XR
1
 lim sup f dHlog  XŽ . XR1 r R R
1
  lim sup f dH2 2log   log 1   log 	Ž . XR1 r R
1
  c lim sup f dHlog 1 RŽ . XR1 R
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˜Ž . Ž .for some c 0 depending only on r . This means that if f B D , then1
     4 Ž  Ž . .the average of f on zD : z 
 R is O log 1 R . This is somewhat
 4analogous to the situation where if  is a sequence of decreasingn
1 N N Ž .positive numbers such that sup Ý   , then Ý  O log NN 2 1 n 1 nlog N
Ž .this is also a sufficient condition for sequences, though . However, Propo-
  Ž  Ž . .sition 3.1 shows that the condition H f d O log 1 R can neverXR ˜Ž .be sufficient, since otherwise the space B D would become separable,1
which is a contradiction.
Next we want to explore some alternative expressions for the norm
Ž .formula in Proposition 3.1. Let us recall the window W I defined in

Section 2 and consider P, the collection of all right half-open subintervals
 . Ž .of 0, 1 with dyadic endpoints. Then the window W I associating with an

I P has the form

1 1 k 1 k
 z : 
 1 z  and 	
 arg z  	Ž .nn1 n1 n1½ 522 2 2
n  Ž .where 1
 k
 2 and n 0. It is easy to see that the collection W I :

4 ŽI P forms a decomposition of the unit disc D the so-called dyadic

.decomposition of D . We will also use Q to denote the collection of all
Ž . Ž Ž ..possible finite unions of the sets W I the closure of W I , and I P
 
 

Žwith the partial order ‘‘ ’’ induced by inclusion which means Y Y  iff
.Y Y  for Y, Y  Q . We shall now give in the following a characteriza-
˜Ž .  4tion for B D in terms of the net Y : Y Q .1
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f be an analytic function on D. Then, gien
0 r 1, the following are equialent:
Ž Ž ..  1. lim sup 1log  X H f d .X D r X
Ž Ž ..  2. lim sup 1log  Y H f d .Y  Q Y
Proof. By the remark right after Proposition 3.1, we may well assume
Ž . Ž . Ž .that E z, r W I for all zD see Section 2 . We also point out thatz
Ž . Ž . Ž there is a 0  1 such that W I  E 
,  for all I P see 11,
 

.proof of Lemma 1, Section 4 . Hence we can find a C 0 depending only
on  such that
C1K 
 , 
 
 K z , z 
 CK 
 , 
Ž . Ž . Ž .
nŽ . Ž .for all I P and all zW I . Therefore, if Y W I for some
 
 1 
 k
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .I P, then H K z, z d z  n that is,  Y  n . Here the expres-
 Yk
sion A B means that there is a C 0 depending only on r such that
C1A
 B
 CA.
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Ž .2 1 Now let X be a compact subset of D and choose X  Qq
such that X X and X X for any X  X . We may assume that Xq q q q
Ž .is ‘‘large’’ so that  X  2. By the definition of Q, there areq
n Ž .I , I , . . . , I in P such that X  W I . Here for any z X, z is
 
 
 q 1 
1 2 n k
Ž . Ž .in one of the W I ’s. Furthermore, if W I is the window with center
 zk NkŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..zW I for some k , then W I W I   W I , where
 z 
 1 
k k k iŽ . Ž .I P such that W I is adjacent to W I for each i, and for some
 
 
k k ki i˜N 
 8. It follows that X  X W , where W is the union of all thek q q
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .W I I P which are adjacent to X , satisfies E X  X .
 
 q r q
Ž .By the choice of the X , we can pick a z  XW I for each k.q k 
 kk
Therefore by the fact that N 
 8 for each 1
 k
 n, one getsk
n
gd 
 gd 
 9 gdÝH H H
n nŽ . Ž . Ž . E z , r E z , r  E z , r1 k k 1 kk1
for any nonnegative measurable function g on D. Now choose a 0  1
Ž . Ž .such that W I  E 
,  for all I P. This means that there is a
 

C 0, depending only on r and , such that
K z , z d z 
 K z , z d zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
n Ž . E z , r X1 k q

 C K z , z d zŽ . Ž .H
n Ž . E z , r1 k
Ž Ž . Ž ..with g z  K z, z and there is a C  0, depending only on  such1
that
K z , z d z 
 K z , z d z 
 9C K z , z d z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H1˜X X Xq q q
Therefore, since z  X for all k,k
K z , z d z 
 K z , z d z 
 C K z , z d zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H2˜Ž . Ž .E X Y E Xr r
Ž .for some C  0 not depending on X , and, consequently, there are2
Ž .C , C  0 depending on  and r only such that3 4
C 1 C3 4
     f d 
 f d 
 f d ,H H H˜log  Y log  X ˜Ž . Ž . log  YY X YŽ .r
and hence the implication follows.
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Ž .1 2 Given Y Q, then YD. By using techniques similar to
Ž .the one used in 2 1 , one can show that
K z , z d z  K z , z d z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
Ž .Y E Yr
The rest is now clear.
˜Ž .We will now, based on Theorem 2.1, give a norm formula for B D1
which is easy to use.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let f be analytic on D. Then the following quantities are
comparable:
Ž Ž ..  Ž .  Ž .1. lim sup 1log  Y H f z d z ,Y  Q Y
Ž .  Ž .  p Ž .1p Ž .2. lim sup p 1 H f z K z, z d z ,p1 D
where  is defined in Proposition 3.2.
Proof. The idea of the proof is due to S. Y. Li. By the definition of P,
 4it is possible to write P I , I , . . . for some 
 , 
 , . . . in D with
 
 1 21 2
  Ž Ž ..
  1 
 is the center for W I . Now, for each 1 p 2, choosek k 
 k
Ž .z W I for each k so thatk , p 
 k
pp p p
f z K z , z d z  f z K z , z W IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H k , p k , p k , p 
 kŽ .W I
k
Ž .intermediate value theorem . So we have
pp p1pf z K z , z d z 
 C f z K z , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H k , p k , p k , p
Ž .W I
k
for some C 0 which does not depend on k. On the other hand, set
  Ž .  Ž .14  sup f z K z , z . Since f is continuous on D andk 1 p 2 k , p k , p k , p
1Ž . Ž .  Ž .  Ž .W I is compact, there is a z in W I so that   f z K z , z
 k 
 k k k kk k
for each k. Therefore, there is a C  0 depending on r only such that1
 
 C f z d zŽ . Ž .Hk 1
Ž .z , rk
Ž . Ž .for all k 1, and as usual 0 r 1 is chosen so that E z, r W I forz
all zD.
Ž Ž ..  Claim.   0 as k  if lim sup 1log  Y H f d .k Y  Q Y
Proof. Suppose not, and let lim sup   2 t 0, then we can findk k
 4  4a subsequence  of  so that   t for all i 1. Now, for each n,k k ki i
n n˜Ž . Ž .let Y  W I and Y  W I W , where W is the union ofn 1 
 n 1 
k ki i
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n ˜Ž . Ž .all W I , I P, that are adjacent to Y . Then  E z , r  Y and
 
 n 1 k ni
there is a C  0, which does not depend on n, such that2
n n
  
 C f dÝ Ý Hk 1i Ž .E z , rki1 i1 i
 
 9C f dH1
n Ž . E z , r1 k i
 
 9C f dH1
Y˜n
 
 81C f dH2
Yn
Ž Ž . .by an argument similar to the one used in 2 1 in Proposition 3.2 .
However, this would imply that
tn 1
 
 C lim sup f dH3log n log  YŽ . YYQ
for each n for some C  0 that does not depend on n, a contradiction.3
This completes the proof for the claim.
Now suppose that 1 is finite. By the claim, we can find a rearrangement
 4  4  Ž .  Ž .1 of z so that   f  K  ,   0. Therefore, by Theoremk k k k k k
2.1,
 n1
plim sup p 1  
 lim sup Ž . Ý Ýk klog nnp1 k1 k1
n1
 
 C lim sup f dÝ H4 log  YŽ . Ž .E  , rn n kk1
1
 
 81C lim sup f dH5 log  YŽ . Yn n n
1
 
 81C lim sup f dH5 log  YŽ . YYQ
for some C , C  0. This means that, by the definition of the  ’s, a4 5 k
constant multiple of 1 always dominates 2 no matter whether 1 is finite or
not.
The converse will be proved in a similar way. Suppose now that Quantity
 Ž .  p Ž .1p Ž .2 is finite. Then H f z K z, z d z   for all p 1. Therefore,D
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 Ž .  Ž .1   Žf z K z, z  0 as z  1 this can actually be shown in a straightfor-
ward manner, but the reader can also find a proof in, for example, 16,
. Ž .p. 102 . Now choose z W I for each k so thatk 
 k
1 1f z K z , z d z  f z K z , z W IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H k k k 
 kŽ .W I
k
Ž . Ž .1and consider   f z K z , z , then   0 as k  and we havek k k k k
1f z d z  f z K z , z K z , z d z 
 C Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H 6 k
Ž . Ž .W I W I
 
k k
  pfor some C  0 for each k. Also, since f is subharmonic, we have that6
p 1pp 
 C f z K z , z d zŽ . Ž . Ž .Hk 7
Ž .E z , rk
 4  4with some C  0 for all k. Now let  be a rearrangement of z so that7 k k
Ž . Ž .1  f  K  ,   0. By Theorem 2.1 we havek k k k
1
 lim sup f dHlog  YŽ . YYQ
n1

 C C lim sup Ý6 8 klog nn k1

p
 C lim sup p 1 Ž . Ý9 k
p1 k1

p 1p
 C C lim sup p 1 f z K z , z d zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H8 9
Ž .E  , rn kk1
p 1p
 9C C lim sup p 1 f z K z , z d zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H8 9
 Ž . E  , rn 1 k
p 1p
 9C C lim sup p 1 f z K z , z d zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H8 9
Dn
for some C , C  0. This completes the proof.8 9
Remark. The author expresses his deep thanks to Professor S. Y. Li of
U.C. Irvine for his suggestions on the proof of Proposition 3.3.
From this point on, we shall call the original definition of the norm on
˜Ž . Ž .B D by the name of Formula  , the norm defined in terms of the net1
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Ž . ŽQ as Formula  i.e., the form
1
 sup f d ,Hlog  YŽ . YŽ . Y 2
and the norm form
p 1psup p 1 f z K z , z d zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H½ 5
Dp1
˜Ž . Ž .by the name of Formula  . In addition, given p 1, let B D bep
defined as
p 1pB˜  f analytic on D : f z K z , z d z   .Ž . Ž . Ž .Hp ½ 5
D
˜ ˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .Then, as a consequence of Proposition 3.3, B D  B D  B D for1 1 p
all p 1.
EXAMPLE. Let log z be a branch of logarithm defined on the slit plane
  z : Re z  1, Im z  0 . 4Ž . Ž .
Consider an analytic function f on D defined by
1 2f z  log 1 z  log 3 1 z .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
˜ ˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .We will show that f B D  B D . To show that f B D , it suf-1 1 1
Ž .  Ž .  p Ž .1p Ž .fices to show that sup p 1 H f z K z, z d z  , wherep1 
1
  zD : 
 z  1, Re z  0Ž .½ 52
since f is bounded on D  . Now, for p 1, set
p 1p
  f z K z , z d z .Ž . Ž . Ž .Hp

By the change of variables,
a 1 r 2 , b2 r , x a by , and y cos  ,
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one has the estimation for  ,p
	 2 p21 rŽ .122 p2 
 2 r dr dH H p	p 1 1 2 pi i2 2  log 1 re 1 reŽ .
3
	 2 p21 rŽ .123 p1
 2 dr dH H p1 10 p2 22 log 1 r  2 r cos  1 r  2 r cos Ž . Ž .
9
dy1 1 2 p23 p1 2 1 r drŽ .H H p1 10 p 22 'log a by a by 1 yŽ . Ž .
9
a dx1 2 p23 p1
 2 1 r drŽ .H H p1 1ab p2 'log x x x a bŽ .
9
2 p1
 1 r dtŽ .1 2 p23 p1
 2 1 r drŽ .H H p1 11 p'2 2 log 1 r  log t t t 1Ž .
9
dr12 p1
 2 A BŽ .H p1 log 1 r  log 3 1 rŽ . Ž .
2
 ds
2 p1 2 A BŽ .H p
log s sŽ .6
22 p1 A BŽ .

 ,
p 1Ž .
dt dt2  ˜' Ž .where A
 H and B
 2 H . This proves that f B D .1 2 13't 1 't
1˜ Ž .To show that f B D , let us consider z  1 , n 0. Thenn1 n 2
 Ž . Ž .1  Ž Ž ..f z K z , z  1 log 3 n 1 . Therefore, given any 0 r 1,n n n
there is a C 0 depending only on r such that
1
 
 C f d .Hn 1 Ž .E z , rn
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Ž . ŽNow choose a 0 r 1 such that the E z , r ’s are pairwise disjoint onen
 4 .can do this since z is an interpolating sequence . This means thatn
 1
  
 C f d .Ý Hn 1 Dn1
˜ Ž . ŽThis proves that f B D and as a consequence of this example, we1
˜ ˜Ž . Ž ..have B D  B D .1 1
Finally, we will finish this section by giving another form of the norm in
˜Ž . Ž .B D somewhat similar to Formula  , but in just one parameter.1
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let f be analytic on D. Gien 0 r 1, the following
quantities are comparable:
Ž Ž ..  Ž .  Ž .1. lim sup 1log  X H f z d z ,X D r X
Ž Ž ..  Ž .  Ž .2. lim sup 1log  U H f z d z ,t t Ut
11  Ž .  Ž . 4where U  zD : f z K z, z  .t t
Ž .Proof. 1 2 Let us assume that 1 is finite since otherwise we have
Ž . Ž .1nothing to prove. By the claim in Proposition 3.3, f z K z, z  0 if
 z  1. Therefore, U is bounded away from D for any t 0 and U D.t t
Ž .Furthermore, suppose that t is sufficiently large so that W I U for
 t
Ž . Ž .some W I P we can do this since all U ’s are open and U D and
 t t
Ž .choose a Y Q such that YU but Y  D U  for all Y  Y.t t
Note that by choosing t sufficiently large we have guaranteed that Y.
˜ Ž . Ž .Now consider Y, the union of Y and all W I I P that are adjacent
 

˜ Ž .to Y. Then U  Y and there is a C 0 not depending on t such thatt
˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Y 
 U 
 Y 
 C Y . The implication is now clear.t
Ž .2 1 Let us assume that 2 is finite since otherwise we are done.
First we point out that by using techniques similar to the ones used in the
proof of the claim in Proposition 3.3, we can show that
1  f z K z , z  0 as z  1Ž . Ž .
if 2 is finite. Therefore, U is bounded away from D for all t 0.t
Ž . Ž . Ž .Furthermore, the function  U as a function of t is continuous on 0,t
and increases to  since U D. Therefore, given any Y Q, there is at
Ž . Ž . Ž .unique t  0 such that  Y  U . By a straightforward estimation0 t0
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we have
1 1
     f d  f d  f dH H Hž /log  Y log  UŽ . Ž .Y YU YUt t t0 0 0
1 1
 
 f d   Y UŽ .H t0ž /log  U tŽ . Ut 0t0 0
by the definition of UŽ .t0
1 1
 
 f d   UŽ .H t0ž /log  U tŽ . Ut 0t0 0
by the choice of tŽ .0
2
 
 f d .Hlog  UŽ . Ut t0 0
This completes the proof.
From now on, we will refer to the expression
1
 sup f dHlog  UŽ . UŽ . t t U 2t
Ž .in Proposition 3.4 as Formula  .
2Ž . 4. OPERATORS ON H D WHICH BELONG TO S1
2 2Ž .Consider H H D , the Hardy space on D, and let T 0 be a
compact operator on H 2. We shall first prove the following useful result.
1Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1. Let K 
  1 z
 , the reproducing kernel at zz
2Ž .in H D . Then, gien 0 r 1, the following are equialent:
Ž Ž .. ² : Ž .1. lim sup 1log  X H TK , K d z  .X D r X z z
Ž . Ž . p Ž .1p Ž .2. lim sup p 1 H TK , K K z, z d z  .p1 D z z
Proof. The proof here is given by S. Y. Li. First, one may write

K 
  e z e 
 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýz n n
n1
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 Ž .4 2 Ž  .where e z can be any orthonormal basis on H see, for example, 16 .n
 Ž .4 2Suppose that e z is an orthonormal basis of H such thatn

² :Tf  f , e eÝ n n n
n1
for all fH 2, where  ’s are the singular values for T. Thereforen

2² :TK , K   e z .Ž .Ýz z n n
n1
² :So TK , K is, in particular, subharmonic on D. Now the proof of thez z
 proposition follows by replacing f in the proof of Proposition 3.3 with
² :TK , K .z z
We now consider three types of operators on H 2. First, let  be a
Žpositive Borel measure on D. We shall define the Toeplitz operator T see
  .11 for details by
T f z  f 
 K 
 d 
 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H z
D
 By Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 4.5 in 9 , for 1
 p , T  S if and only if p
p
2
K 
  
 K z , z d z  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H zž /D D
and there is a C 0 such that
p
2p p1    C T 
 K 
 d 
 K z , z d z 
 C TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .S H H S z p pž /D D
for, say, all 1
 p
 2. But on the other hand, it is evident that
2² :T K , K  K z , 
 d 
 .Ž . Ž .H z z
D
Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, Proposition 3.3, and Proposition 4.1 we have
THEOREM 4.2. Let  be a positie Borel measure on D. Then the
following are equialent:
1. T is in S. 1
2 ˜Ž .  Ž .  Ž . Ž .2.  z  H K 
 d 
 is in B D . D z 1
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The second type of operator is the so-called composition operator: Let
 : DD be analytic, then the composition operator C is defined by
C f z  f  z .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 ŽSince C C  T , where  is the measure on D induced by * the  
. Ž . ŽŽ .1Ž ..boundary value of  on D or, namely,  E  * E , ED
Ž  .see 11 , we have
THEOREM 4.3. Consider the Berezin transform B of  defined as
12
21B z  K z , z K  
 d 
 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H zž /D
Then the following are equialent:
1. C is in S. 1
˜Ž .2. B is in B D . 1
The third type of operator in our discussion is the Hankel operator
  defined in Section 1. By Lemma 2 in 10 , h  S if and only iff 1
p 1psup p 1 f  z K z , z d z  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
Dp1
Therefore we have
2Ž .THEOREM 4.4. Let fH D and h be the associated Hankel operator.f
 Ž .Then h belongs to S if and only if f belongs B D , wheref 1 1
 ˜B D  f analytic on D : f   B D .Ž . Ž . 41 1
In particular, we hae that h belongs to S if and only iff 1
 f  d O log  U if  U  2.Ž . Ž .Ž .H t t
Ut
Proof. An immediate consequence of Proposition 3.2, Proposition 3.3,
 Proposition 3.4, and Lemma 2 in 10 by Li and Russo.
Remark. Here we point out that a notation similar to B is used in1
 10 , but with different meaning. A holomorphic function f over D is said
1 Ž .to belong to B D if
f  z 1 f  zŽ . Ž .
d z   with F f z  , zD.Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 log F f K z , zŽ . Ž .D
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  1 It is shown in 10 that if f B , then h  S and there is a holomor- f 1
 1 Ž . Ž .phic function f on D such that h  S but f B D Theorem 1 .f 1 
1 Ž . Ž .This means that B D  B D . 1
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